Reinventing the Manual Wheelchair

One Complete LeverDrive™ System:

• One pair of the patented LeverDrive™ System wheels.

• Designed and pre-mounted on wheels designed to fit your chair.

Important - The LeverDrive™ System must be used with an anti-tip or wheelie bar assembly.

A new level of Mobility and Independence
A Simple System

LeverDrive™ is a unique, NEW, patented System designed to provide easier and safer operation of a manual wheelchair. It can be retrofitted to many existing manual wheelchairs. The LeverDrive™ System provides full control over your standard wheelchair, including propulsion, stopping and steering. LeverDrive™ prevents rollbacks on ramps or inclines.

A Simple Solution

The LeverDrive™ System is virtually silent, and operates without cables, chains, or gears. LeverDrive™ is affordable, ergonomic, and a truly efficient mechanism which allows the user’s hands to stay clean and dry. LeverDrive™ works to avoid the typical hand injuries associated with the use of a standard wheelchair.

Ease of Operation

The LeverDrive™ System allows the user to remain seated in a comfortable position, using primarily the large muscles of the chest and back to propel the chair.

Increased Independence

Use of the LeverDrive™ System provides easier mobility without assistance. No more waiting for someone else to push you!

Improved Safety

Comfortable handgrips reduce the potential for injury, and reduce the exposure to the dirty surfaces on the wheel and tire assembly. No need to grab a moving wheel.

Less is More

Users can do more- with less effort! Downhill slopes are more safely negotiated with the LeverDrive’s™ integral brakes. Steering is accomplished by applying the brake on one side at a time. Enjoy improved mobility over carpet, ramps, and other challenging surfaces.

It’s easy to use!

“I don’t need to struggle as much to do what I want to do”  - Jennifer

“LeverDrive™ gives me more power to get around on grass and dirt”  - Paul

For sales information, please contact:

jess@leverdrive.com
Ph. (520) 529-0665
www.leverdrive.com